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FINE STRUCTME IN NITRO14ETHANE/ACETONL OETOHATIONS

H. C. Davis
Los Al-s National Laboratory
Los Alams, NWHQX~CO 87545

Dark waves In the detonation front of nltraethanefacetone mixtures, known
for 30 years, have been photographed using pairs of’ image ~ntensifier
cares, trlg~red at slightly different times. The photographs show the
motions and changes of the canplex wave structure. Intrlgulng results are
that the average brightness doesn’t change as much fran center to edge as
simple theory would predict, and brightness goes down rather than up when
a reflected shock fram a glass plate enters the explosive products. The
structure remains vlslble in the products stagnated against a glass plate,
showing that the bright regions are high temperature regions, not just
areas where less absorbing material Is present ahead of the emitting layer

The purpose of this paper Is to present same curved back, as It matches into the flow i~ the
new photographs of the lumlnous detonation f:-ont inert confil,ament. The reaction takes longw in
of nltranethane and mixtures of nltranethane and the liner Wnperature r~:on near the ●dge than
acetone. The DhotoaraDhs shcm sane details of it does at the center, as indicated by the dushed
the fine stricture ~ppirently caused by
transverse waves In the detonation re~ction zone.

Studies of the transverse wave effects are
not new, The waves were first observed by
Cenpbell, et al. (1), in 1956, and have been the
subject of many papers. There were contributions
to the last Detonation SynposiLSII byKato and
Brcchet (2) and Persson and Persson (3), and to
the Sixth Colloquium on Gas Oynanlcs by Dranln
and Persson (4), devoted to the luminosity of the
front. Mallory (5) has studied the pressure
variations In the detonation front by
photographing the development of roughness In a
reflecting surface driven by the detonation. The
structure of the detonation front in gases and in
condansed phase explosives has been reviewed by
Fickett and Oavis (6). An Interested raader can
find most of the pertinent wrrk fram the
refermce lists of thase sources.

The work d~scribed here and most of the
previous work anploydetonatlons in cylindrical
tubes, and study the detonation after It has
propagated far enough to become steady In Its
average nmtion. The fluid mechanics of a lwnlnar
reactive flfm fotmlng a steady detonation in a
cylindrical tube has been studied for a long
time, nmt recentlyby Bdzil (7,8). Figure 1 is
a rllagrmn showing the main features of the
detonation reaction zone, The leading element is
a curved shock wave; the r~sulting compression
heats the material and Inftiatstf. the chanical
reactions, At the center, the shock pressure Is
high, nsarly that of a stendy, plane detonation.
At the edge It is appreciably lower and thus

line ma!’ked ccanplete reaction. Betwein the shock
and the canplete reactirn surface is the sonic
locus. Only energy released between the shock
and tue sonic lCWS can propa ~te forward to
drive the detonation wave. A!ong the central
Streamline the pressure jumps to a high value at
the shock, and then decreases as reaction
proceeds, much like the 2ND plane detonation.
Along a strwsnllne away fran the center the
sequence of eve~ts Is qualitatively much the
same, but the pressures are lower *O the reaction
takes lon e,-, and there Is a transvwse ccmponent

?of the ve oclty, varying as react)on proceeds.
Little Is known about the eouatlons of state for
the explosive and Its products, but most workers
believe that the W’nperature jmps to a high
value, say between 2500 and 3000 K, at the shock,
and then rises another few hundred degreus as
reaction takes place and the pressure drops. ?he
tanperature at the shock is exp~ctud to be a few
hundred degrees lower at the ●dge then at the
center. The pictures preser,ted here are of the
light antttcd fran the detonation front through
the transparent unreactefl explosive ahead. Not
enrwgh Is known about the op~cltles of the
materlalz, and even of the spatial distribution
of reaction, to allow calculation of the
intensity expected fran a reasonable laminar
nmdel.

The light anltted fran the detonation front,
especially from nitromethan? diluted with
acetone, is not very bri ht. and th~ light iiln

!!
1available with an lm~ e ntenslfler cmera 9) is

needed to make fuff+r ently short exposures
po~stble. The photoqraphi were taken with a



Fig. 1. Dlagrem showing the features of a
detonation In a metal tube.

40-mn-dlmeter Image intensifier cmnera with
exposure time set to about 30 ns, and gain In the
multiplier stage chosen for the particular
dllutlon. The exploslve was in a brass tube,
19-mn-lnslde diameter, with 1.7-MTI wa!l. The
tube was about lROmn long. Inltlatlon was
accomplished with a small plane wave lens and
25-nsn cube/or cylfnderof Canposttlon B. The
downstremw end of th~ tuba was cut at a EO
angle, and covered with a glass plate. A dlagrcm
Is SRCIWI, In Fig. 2. The ●,xposure was timed ta
photograph the detonation wave Intersecting the
plate. The curved wave Intersects the plane
plate In a curved line; on one sldeof this line
the unperturbed detonation is seel, and on the
othar side the reacted detonatlo.1 product; are
seen, aftar they have betn cunpresaed by the
shock reflected Into than fran the glass,
Ree~:c~l& fwn glass Increases the pressure

The phase veloclty of the
Intersection of the wave with the glass Is abwt
csc 50 ‘ 11 5 times the detonation vnloclty, so
the lntersectl-.~ l!ne moves ebout 2 M during the
ernposure and !s smeared by that mmunt. Two
cameras were available for smst of the
photogrohs, and they were arranged to view the
sune subject through a bem splitter. The
exposure times wars offset to give views of the
stiject at two different times.

Photographs of the lunlnous detonation front
In pure nftromethane are >hown In Fig. 3. The
front has Intersected the lass plate at the leftvhand side of the circular umlnous area. The
intersection ltne is fuzzy because It moves
during the exposure. There are two qualitative
features to notlt.e, First, the br~ghtness does
not decrease appreciably between the cent?r and
the edge. Other studies have shown, using oth~r
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the experimental arrangement
used to obtain photosrapi?s of the deto-
nation front and of detonation products
subjected to a reflected shock.

Instruments, the same thing. The lamlnar flow
model would predict appreciable change. Second,
the region where llght Is mnttted fran material
that has been add!tlonally compressed by the
reflected shr%k Is less bright than the
detonation front. Although the average
temperature must have Increased, the brightness
has decreased.

Careful photanetry hes not been done, but
perhaps sane Pstlmates of the brightness
temperatures may be useful, The brightness
tanperature for the nltrunethane detonation has
been measured (10) before as about 3380 K. The
region of the reflected shock has a brightness
temperature of about 3120 K.

Photographs of the luminous front tn
nftranethane diluted with 15% acetone, Fig, 4,
%how that the real flow Is not lamlnar and
sttady, but has an elaborate structura. In the
rketona~lon region the structure changes, and It
Is difficult or Impossible to find correlations
betwenn the two exposures, In the reflected
shock regton, on the other hand, thwe ts no
change, and the structures smem Identical In the
two Pictures. There Is no appreciable change In
either t#pe of structure between the middle and
the edge. The brightness variation Is greater 41)

the detonation regfon than in the reflected shock
region. The caltbr~tlon of the system Is not
adequate for obl~lrifng

Y
ood absolute brightness

temperature:, but the d fferences can be
evaluated rtiaso,lably we!l, The resolved
varlatlm fn the detonatf~n r~qlon lead tc
esthw!t:s of 2675 K at th? brl ht areas, and
2450 K tn the dtnsnest areas, ! he corresponding
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Fig 3. The Iunlnms detonation front In pure nltrunethane, photographed at two tlMeS.

At the left of the circular lumlnous arch the front has lntersect~d the glass
plate, and the lwate area at the right Is llght frm undisturbed detonation
front. The dlvldlng llne moves across the frane about one tenth of the dl#n-
tier during the exposure. The bright spots at the left are caused by bubbles
left under the glass. C-49B0-W.

Fig 4, Ptmtograph> similar to Fig, 3, but using nltrasethane diluted 15X with ace-
tone . In the later frw the deton~tlon has almost run off ttle edge at the
right, Mote that the structure in the reflected shock regfon, at the left
of each frmne, does not change with the. C-4948-C&B.
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brl tness temperatures In the refle:ted shock
?r~ on are 2510 K d 2370 K’, a ScmIewhat mailer

fractlolml than e.
{

These estimates certainly do
Rot. give the fu 1 variation, because the exposure
time Is too long to resolve mall bright areas
that aremovlng or changing, and light Is
scntter~d Into the dark areas.

The size of tbe fl~ structure depends on
the d?lutfon ratio. FIG&e 5 sh~s photographs
of the lumlnous front for nltranethane/acetoW
W/10 and 03/20. Other dllutants, for exmple
toluene, have also been used, with similar
results. The scale of the structure Is probably
fn direct proportion to the c~l~al roactton
time, and the time Is lengthem?d bydllutlon.
It seems likely that structure ~curs In all
nltranettiane detonations, Includlng that of the
pure material, and probably also In manv other
llquld explosives, If cmeras with shorter
exposure times becmne available In the future,
perhaps direct observation of structure In pure
nltrmnethane will be possible,

Looking at Figs. 4 and 5 It Is obvious that
the l~ght Is produced In the local re Ions of the

fstructure, and does not seen to be In luenced
much by the curvature of the surface. The edge
doesn’t differ frun the center, If detonation
In the pure material also has structure, then its
detonation Is also local, and one can understand
why th~ br~gntness doesn’t decrease at th~ edge.
A?’bough Fig. 1 must be correct In sane av(rage
sense, it does not mdel the details of the
chemical reaction properly.

:1)

The decrease In brightness Wnperature In
the reflected $hWk re ion cmpared with the

7detonation front can a so be understood if the
front has structure. The detectors used for
photography, In our case the Image lMenslfler
cathode, are very nonlinear thernmneters. The
cathode used for these photographs responds, in
th region of interest, approximately es the
eighth pwer of the temperature. Therefore, If
a small fraction of the area of the detonation
front Is at a much higher temperature than the
average, and the small areas are not resolved in
the photographs, It will appear that the
brightness tanperature Is higher than the average
tem~rature. The observation semns to Inc!icate
that there are small regions of a detonation
front that ar~ much brighter than the average,
and that these small regions cool quickly and
dlsapwar after the detonation front reflects
fran the glass.

Although the measured temperature var!:tlon
In the detonation region is larger than that
MasureLl In the reflected shock region, this
variation Is not Qnough to explain the
observatlono Suppose that the &re8 radlatlng at
a givw brightness tanperature is described by a
nomnal distribution, and that the detector
response varies as the eighth power of the
temperature, If the standard deviation is 0.2
times the mean tunperature, the apparent
brightness temperature will be only 1.12 times
the mean tanperaturo. The real distribution must
have a population of wall areas at very high
temperature, Perhaps thase correspond In scwne

Fig, 5, Photographs of the Imlnws front for nltraethane/acetone 90/10 and BO/20, The
size of tho structure changes with the dllut~cm, The perturbation at the left is
caustd by a trig~r switch. The wires uere interszct~d by the wave in the left
picture, and waves proceed in @ach direction. C-~U39-B ahd C-4842-B,



way to the observed Mach
gas detonations.
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nteractlon regions in observed by others (3,4) resulted frm react
In a ring behind the sonic surface, and were
observed frar the front. Figure 6 shows the

In discussing apparent brightness
tanperature, we have assumed that the p’
can be interpreted ~n the simplest way,
what w think we see Is what is re?lly ‘
One possible proble!nmight be that the (
surface Is dmnam! at the Instant of rel

ctures
and that
here.
lass
lectlon

Of the Wave, and that it does not transmit all
the light. A few experiments with the glass
replaced by sapphire and with lithiL711flmril
shw brightnesses that seen consistent with ~
glass, but the sh~k strengths are dffferent
the corrections are doubtful. The experimen’
presented show th~t the apparent brightness
doesn’t change as the shock proceeds through
glass, so the shock doesn’t make the glass
tisorblng. Other experiments with uubedded
({rrors confirm this finding.

e
he
and
s

the

Although the main aim of this paper is a
discussion of light anlsslon, sane other things
came up during the experimental progrmn. One of
these bears on the question of whether the
structure on the detonation front IS directly
connected tilththat observed frcanthe side.
Fickett and Davis (6) suggested that the patterns

on
not

luminous front In pure nltrtiethane after the
Mole of It has reflected frmn the glass plate.
Sane waves frun the edge can be seen as fine
curved lines. Perhaps these can be related to
the waves observed in open cmnera photographs of
detonations In glass tubes. Pictures of both
kinds for the smne experiment will be needed to
find out. (The pictures shown here in Fig. 6
were not obtained intentionally for the purpose;
they were obtained when the timing was set
Incorrectly).

A puzzling observation came when we tried to
do these experiments using nitranethane dllutl?d
with 2M acetone. The structure is larger and
the Pictures are better. However, the detonation
front does not have the shape shown in Fig, 1,
Instead, the edge leads the center and the wave
Is concave. Figure 7 shows ? photograph,rmre or
less like the ones in Fig, 4, but the
Intersection of the wave with the glass Is curved
the other way, The wave velocity is about
5.5 !nn/ps,well above that of any expected w?ve
in the brass tube, Ut have no idea how to
interpret this observation.

Fig. 6. Late r,hotographof nitranethane detonation, showing the luninbsity after the
whole wave front has intersected the qlass plate. The waves around the edge
may be caused by failure waves occurring In the slowly reacting explosive in
the flw near the tube wall, as shown in Fig, ‘I. C-4949-C&B,
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Fig. 7. Photographs similar to Figs. 3 and 4, but using nitrcmethan< diluted with 2@
lcetone. The wave Is not convex but concave. and inter~ect$ the alass at the
edge rather than at the middle. C-4945-MA:”
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